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Dear Editor,

Thank you for your reply. We would like to resubmit the manuscript entitled “Knowledge, Attitudes and Practices (KAP) related to the Pandemic (H1N1) 2009 among Chinese General Population: a Telephone Survey” (MS: 8671536945255714).

As Professor Nie have left this research group, and Professor Xu and Professor Yan are charged this research now, so the corresponding author will change. ALL authors read and approved the final manuscript.

Thank you. Again.

Yours sincerely

Yihua Xu, Professor
Department of Epidemiology and Biostatistics
School of Public Health
Tongji Medical College of Huazhong University of Science and Technology
Wuhan 430030, China.
Phone: 86-27-836-93763;
E-mail: xuyihua@mails.tjmu.edu.cn
We list the revised contents as follows:

Page 1, line 3: replacing “Hongjie Yu¹” by “Hongjie Yu²” and replacing “Yihua Xu²” by “Shaofa Nie¹”;

Page 1, line 4: replacing “Shaofa Nie¹†” by “Yihua Xu¹†”;

Page 18, line 1: replacing “SN conceived of the study, participated in its design and coordination” by “YX participated in design and coordination, and helped to draft the manuscript”.

Page 18, line 3: replacing “HY and YX participated in design and coordination, and helped to draft the manuscript” by “YH and SN conceived of the study, participated in its design and coordination”.